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A beautiful exiled diplomat. A sexy android assassin. He’ll sacrifice everything to protect her…  

Cressida wants to be perfect. The over-achieving daughter of a diplomat was groomed for a future in politics until she saw 
something she shouldn’t have. Now her secrets could kill her entire family. 

Xan is an android for the “benevolent” Robotics Faction. More specifically, he’s a secret assassin for the all-powerful 
group, and his next assignment has made Cressida a target. 

When a rogue agent severs Xan’s connection to the faction, everything changes. Now he doesn’t just want to protect 
Cressida; he wants to be with her. 

As the feeling grows mutual, a second assassin enters the mix. Cressida puts all her trust in Xan, even though no android 
has ever left the Robotics Faction… and survived. 

Liberation’s Kiss is the first book in a series of sci-fi romance novels. If you like sexy action romance like Anna Hacket’s 
Hell Squad series, android movies like The Terminator, and nail-biting suspense, then you’ll love Wendy Lynn Clark’s 
sizzling roller coaster ride through space.  

Buy Liberation’s Kiss to start the thrilling love story today!

Liberation’s Kiss
Wendy Lynn Clark

Resurrection Heart
Wendy Lynn Clark

A mercenary with a target on her back. A soldier with an attraction stronger than his emotion chip. Can they survive long 
enough to see the future they never imagined possible?

Tahje is a mercenary in the Antiata Deterrence Company. She’s been killed 348 times in combat, almost always by 
friendly fire. Her continued survival leads to a lifetime of corporate indebtedness. Her one consolation to a lifetime of 
mercenary battle: her unit of quirky misfits and Glae, a sexy cybernetic soldier. 

When Tahje discovers that all her accidental deaths might not be accidents after all, she and Glae become targets on the 
run. The mercenaries must now fight off robot assassins, hungry wildlife... and a growing mutual attraction stronger than 
his emotion suppression technology. Caught in the hostile jungles of a steamy planet, Tahje must decide whom to trust 
with her life… and possibly her heart. 

Resurrection Heart is the fourth book in the Robotics Faction saga, a series of sci-fi romance novels. If you like starships, 
robots, and hot romance, then you’ll love the latest offering from Wendy Lynn Clark. 

Buy Resurrection Heart to start feeling the heat today!
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A red-hot, ice-cold analyst. A delicious chef who’s all heart. He’ll risk everything for one more taste…

Mercury dreamed of cooking exotic feasts to charm and delight her family. All that changed when the Robotics Faction 
targeted her sister. With her family shattered, Mercury has no choice but to go into hiding. She’s vulnerable. She’s alone. 
And they know exactly where she is! 

Yves is an android for the “benevolent” faction. His assignment is to watch Mercury from afar, even though he’s absolutely 
entranced by her. When a rogue agent severs his connection to the faction, he starts a new mission: keep Mercury safe at 
all costs. 

As the two run from the all-powerful faction, fear turns into passion. Yves must use every byte of his skill to protect 
Mercury from his former masters, the rogue agent, and most of all… himself. 

Liberation’s Desire is the second book in a steamy sci-fi romance series. If you like enticing plots, thrilling action, and 
passionately sexy love scenes, then you’ll fall for Wendy Lynn Clark’s complex, nail-biting thrill-ride. 

Buy Liberation’s Desire to start your mouth watering today!

Liberation’s Desire
Wendy Lynn Clark

Liberation’s Vow
Wendy Lynn Clark

He wants redemption. She’s using him as bait. They’ll sacrifice everything for one passionate embrace…

Aris is tortured by his past. The regional governor and aristocrat once traded his half-sisters’ lives for power. Seeking to 
redeem himself, he makes a deal with a shady agent that could get him killed. 

Resa is a zero-class assassin. Her predecessor was a murderous nightmare, and she has no choice but to fill his bloody 
shoes. She attempts to infiltrate Aris’ life to draw out the android-corrupting rogue agent. The mission reveals forbidden 
desires that change everything. 

Aris is using Resa too, but similar feelings cloud his judgment. With their passion unleashed, a secret may be revealed: 
the real reason the Anitiata family has been sentenced to death. Resa and Aris may be the only ones who can stop a 
human-robot war that destroys all worlds forever. 

Liberation’s Vow is the third book in a series of sci-fi romances. If you like android assassins, creative world-building, and 
sizzling chemistry, then you’ll love Wendy Lynn Clark’s latest roller coaster romance. 

Buy Liberation’s Vow to fight for love today!
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A tempting mission could reveal Kelly’s past… or get her killed. 

Invisible Recruit Agent and former kindergarten teacher Kelly McAllister is suspicious. Still banged up from her last 
harrowing mission, she receives a gift-wrapped assignment that could finally tell her who she is. But it wouldn’t be an IR 
mission without strings attached. 

As if it wasn’t enough to involve an unpredictable Fae mentor with his own agenda, sexy and infuriating ex-lover Van 
Noziak has been appointed her bodyguard. When the mission pits Kelly against an angry demon lord’s daughter, she’s 
faced with a choice: accept the dark side of her birthright or turn every powerful preternatural against her. No matter the 
choice, Kelly’s chances of survival seem to drop with every passing day. 

Invisible Embrace is the third book in the Kelly McAllister paranormal romantic suspense series. If you like fast-paced 
adventure, engaging urban fantasy, terrifying demons, sexy shifters, and dark supernatural forces, then you’ll love the 
latest installment in this page-turning series. 

Buy Invisible Embrace to read Kelly’s latest adventure today!

Invisible Embrace
Mary Buckham

Invisible Journey
Mary Buckham

A kidnapped Seer. A rematch with a powerful demon. This time, Alex could lose it all…

Modern female covert ops battle the supernatural in the continuing series from USA Today best selling author Mary 
Buckham. “If you haven’t read this series, do it now!” (Liz Schulte)

Alex Noziak knows a bad plan when she sees it, but she’s running out of options. When a demon who rules his realm with 
a bloody fist kidnaps a teenage Seer, the half-witch/half-shaman has no choice but to take action. 

As she leads two fellow Invisible Recruit agents deep into the Underworld, Alex can’t help but think of the last time they 
faced this demon leader. It didn’t end well, and now the odds are much worse. Even at the top of her game, Alex and her 
team may not make it out of this one alive.

Invisible Journey is the fourth book in the Alex Noziak urban fantasy series. If you like strong female heroines, epic action-
adventure, suspenseful battles, and an emotional punch to the gut, then you’ll love this series. 

Buy Invisible Journey today to continue the darkly intriguing Alex Noziak series!
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The Circle is broken. The galaxy may be next…

Gracie has been beaten to the brink of death. Imprisoned on a planet far away from the other three members of her 
Protector’s Circle, she must use her kinetic powers to escape. Though traumatized by her ordeal, she knows it’ll all be 
okay if she can find Shiv again.

While Gracie is a master of nearly all abilities, Shiv has but one. He can manifest anything out of thin air. Shiv would 
trade it all for one telepathic clue to find out if Gracie is still alive. As he fights back against his own captivity, Shiv will use 
everything in his arsenal to get Gracie and the Circle back. 

As Gracie, Shiv, Chad, and Yumi battle to reunite, The Agency is planning something unthinkable.  The members of the 
Circle will need to be stronger than ever before to stop a powerful evil from destroying everything they know and love. 

Find Us is the second book in a sci-fi romance series set in a world where incredible abilities are commonplace. If you like 
fully-realized characters, fascinating worlds, and sizzling chemistry, then you’ll love the next installment in R.A. Roque’s 
page-turning saga. 

Buy Find Us to continue the intergalactic romance series today!

Find Us
R. A. Roque

Hide Us
R. A. Roque

For the Protector’s Circle, even Christmas can be a time for enemies…

Hiding out from The Agency has put everybody on edge. When Yumi learns that one of their mortal enemies, Merrywell, 
has contacted Chad for help, she accidentally takes a tumble into a nearby lake. Her stumble does more than give her a 
chill. It throws her mental powers completely off, which could have deadly consequences for the rest of the team. 

When their enemy’s pleas for help appear genuine, Yumi and Chad consider their options. They could abandon her to her 
deadly fate or help her and leave themselves open to betrayal. But can they possibly turn away someone who needs their 
help on Christmas?

Hide Us is a novella set between books one and two in the Protectors series, a collection of sci-fi romance novels. If 
you like cute chemistry, incredible superpowers, and Christmas science fiction, then you’ll love R.A. Roque’s standalone 
adventure. 

Buy Hide Us to read the Christmas tale today!
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Power. Order. Defiance. 

Chad and Yumi have mental abilities that make them powerful and dangerous. If not for the training provided by The 
Agency, they’d lack skill, refinement, and purpose. As two parts of the most powerful Protector’s Circle ever, Chad and 
Yumi are just one mission away from becoming full-fledged Protectors. 

Chad has the ability to listen in on any mind in the universe, while Yumi has a mental shout that can fry a person’s brain in 
three seconds flat. But neither of them is all-powerful, and Yumi has a weakness that causes her immense pain whenever 
someone touches her. Chad’s weakness may just be the unrequited love he has for Yumi. 

As the pair travels to a routine wormhole stabilization, Chad and Yumi have more than their feelings to worry about. It 
turns out the Agency hasn’t told them everything about the mission, and when they find out the truth, they’ll need to make 
a choice that’ll change their lives forever. 

Protect Us is a sci-fi romance novel set in a future where telepathy and other mental abilities are commonplace. If you 
like palpable sexual tension, steamy love scenes, and action-packed space adventures, then you’ll love R.A. Roque’s 
beautifully written gem. 

Buy Protect Us to read the powerful romance novel today!

Protect Us
R. A. Roque

My Dangerous Pleasure
Carolyn Jewel

She’ll give into a demon’s protection… and his passion. 

Paisley Nichols knows how to take care of herself. When an insane mage nearly kills her and looks to finish the job, she 
has to trust someone. Her sexy, uninhibited demon landlord seems like a good choice at the time. 

Demon assassin Iskander has been burned by betrayal. He keeps most people at a distance, except for during the nights 
he spends swept up in carnal pleasure. Iskander is ordered to keep “the human woman” alive, but there’s something 
more. She’s everything he’s ever wanted in a partner, in bed and out. 

As Paisley develops magical abilities that can save Iskander’s kind from unimaginable suffering, the pair must face off the 
bloodthirsty mage and come to terms with their growing, undeniable passion. 

My Dangerous Pleasure is the fourth book in the My Immortals saga, a series of paranormal romance books set in a world 
of demons, magic, and a wide swath of moral grey area. If you like steamy romances, conniving villains, and explosive 
chemistry, then you’ll love Carolyn Jewel’s sizzling paranormal adventure. 

Buy My Dangerous Pleasure to start the electrifying story today!
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Control is all she cared about, until she met him…

Attorney Lys Fensic has been a paragon of self-control her whole life. She’s had to be. If she can’t handle her psychic 
abilities, people die. When her mage ex-boyfriend sends a gang of enslaved demons to kill her, Lys goes into a psychic 
free fall.

Kubush Telos is a tough, sexy security expert with a secret of his own. He knows that Lys hides a sexy, sensual creature 
behind her icy facade, so when she needs help, he’s happy to offer it. Little does he know he’s headed into something 
much more dangerous. Something that could leave both them and their secrets laid to rest. 

Free Fall is a novella set in the My Immortals saga, a series of paranormal romance tales pitting demons against magic-
using magekind. If you like smoking hot heroes, steamy romance, and action-packed paranormal, then you’ll love Carolyn 
Jewel’s sexy drama. 

Buy Free Fall to dive into the magical war-zone today!

Free Fall
Carolyn Jewel

My Darkest Passion
Carolyn Jewel

A power she was never supposed to have. A demon she was never supposed to love. 

Addison O’Henry lives her life free of the knowledge of magic, demons, and a battle for supremacy. Her ignorance goes 
out the window when she’s abducted by a mage who wants to perform a ritual murder. When the magic goes sideways, 
Addison ends up with demon-sourced power that nearly kills her. 

Sexy demon Harsh Marit saves Addison, but his efforts to return her to normal are less than successful. When corrupt 
mages threaten both of their lives, their only chance lies in Addison’s acceptance of her dark power. As they seek to 
protect one another, their forbidden relationship becomes something more hot and passionate then they ever imagined 
possible. 

My Darkest Passion is the fifth installment in the My Immortals saga, a series of paranormal romance novels depicting a 
brewing war between demons and magekind. If you like enthralling magic, strong heroines, and steamy sex, then you’ll 
love Carolyn Jewel’s risky, thrilling joyride. 

Buy My Darkest Passion to enter a sizzling world of danger today!
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An extremely powerful demon. A no-strings-attached witch. Is their business really just pleasure?

Kynan went insane in captivity. When he encounters a witch he holds responsible, he binds to her with the intention of 
killing her in horrible ways. It takes every last bit of sanity to keep himself from ending her life. 

Maddy Winters isn’t big on relationships. The fight against evil magic users always takes top priority. But her bond to 
Kynan gives her intimate access to his thoughts and experiences, and pretending she has no feelings for him is getting 
tiresome. 

As Kynan and Maddy join forces to stop a rebellious and murderous witch, they can’t help but feel the tension build. Will 
their fight for what’s right lead to a fight for each other?

My Demon Warlord is the seventh installment in the My Immortals saga, a series of paranormal romance novels. If you 
like magical supernatural tales, explosive chemistry, and sensual sexual encounters, then you’ll love Carolyn Jewel’s 
latest breathtaking romance. 

Buy My Demon Warlord to feel the passion today!

My Demon Warlord
Carolyn Jewel

The Tarczal Alliance
J. Paulette Forshey

A woman with a legendary past. A vampire with a broken heart. Their love couldchange the world.

Logan Kincaid’s company has a spy, and he’ll stop at nothing to find him. Things don’t go exactly as the vampire planned. 
When a long-legged beauty with flowing blond hair and intelligent green eyes walks in, he can’t help but put things on 
hold.

Allyson Weston wants to move on. If only she can get her abusive ex out of her life and get a scholarship to continue her 
career. She never expected to get both so quickly, but when she finds her ex dead in her driveway, Allyson doesn’t know 
where to turn.

As Logan helps Allyson get to the bottom of the mystery, he learns she’s more than just a pretty face. She’s the answer to 
a thousand-year- old legend, and he might just be falling for her…

The Tarczal Alliance is the first book in J. Paulette Forshey’s stirring paranormal romance series. If you like steamy 
romance, page-turning plots, unexpected twists, and scenes of passionate love, then you’ll love the first installment in 
your new favorite series.

Buy The Tarczal Alliance to start the sizzling paranormal tale today!
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A painful past. A family secret. An ancient stone that’s both a blessing… and a curse.

Texas, 1976. Kate McKenna still feels responsible for her mother’s death. She’s erected an impenetrable emotional wall 
to cope with her obsessive fear of loss. When her ailing grandmother asks for help on the farm, it’s Kate’s guilt that brings 
her back home. 

Two events in rapid succession threaten to pull her from her self-sheltered life: meeting the loyal and caring Mike and 
the mysterious healing of several wounds from a recent hailstorm. The discovery of an old diary sets Kate and Mike on a 
search that leads them to the Ballaun Stone, an ancient rock slab with incredible powers. When Kate learns of the stone’s 
healing magic, she sets out to restore her grandmother’s health. 

There’s only one problem. Someone else knows about the stone, and he’s willing to kill for it.  

The Ballaun Stone is the first book in a magical realism mystery series that features well-developed characters and a 
charming romance. If you like the stories of Sarah Addison Allen or Edie Claire and tales of Irish mythology, then you’ll 
love Jan White’s American Gods-style fantasy. 

Buy The Ballaun Stone to begin the enchanting series today!

The Ballaun Stone
Jan White


